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Backup online storage free

If you're still not paying for cloud storage, you probably won't be interested in splashing on a subscription without trying it out. Fortunately, there are many free online storage providers that will allow you to store your data online, share photos and videos with friends and family, or listen to your favorite
music. We're here to help you rank the bad good with our list of some of the best free cloud storage plans on the market today. We have 12 of the top providers here, from pCloud (up to 10GB of free storage) to iDrive and everything else, each with different storage limits and features. Top MatchesView all
providers We will respond to this quickly. The best free cloud storage on the market today is pCloud, which comes with up to 10GB of storage and lots of premium features, all for free. To get the full 10GB, you'll need to perform some tasks, but it's mostly easy. Sync.com comes in a second, however, and
the other providers aren't far behind, so let's go through them all one by one. Alternatively, check out the video recap of this article below. Best free cloud storage of 2020: how to get the best for the free pCloud Drive options panel, invite friends to get more free storage. More details about pCloud: Free
storage: 10GBProvider site: www.pcloud.com Server location: US and Europe Pros 10GB free cloud storageSclose to multimedia playback built-inPerte extra storage with references Cons file encryption requires a paid subscriptionIn support for the productivity app Let's start with our favorite provider. As
our previous pCloud review shows, we've been big fans of this free cloud storage provider for a while because it's an all-rounder, offering plenty of free cloud storage with great security and premium playback options for your media content. Some free cloud storage plans offer plenty of space, but
temporarily. Meanwhile, pCloud's 10GB offering is yours forever —no limits, no problems. You'll need to do some additional tasks to get the full 10GB, such as referring other users to pCloud. Otherwise, you'll get a fairly basic 2GB. Better music storage In addition to storage, pCloud's built-in HD media
playback for videos becomes a good place to store your favorite TV shows and home videos. It's also one of the best free cloud storage options for music, thanks to an impressively designed media product that lets you build your own playlists from your saved music files. The only features you'll be
missing from the free pCloud cloud storage plan are password for files, expiration dates for publicly shared files, and zero-knowledge encryption for your important documents. Read nowHow to set up pCloud Drive in 2021 If this is an issue, you can upgrade to pCloud Premium with 500GB or 2TB of



storage, starting at $4.99 per month. There is also a pCloud Lifetime plan. If pCloud doesn't like you, then we recommend that you take Sync.com to take a walk as our second best alternative. You can check check our review Sync.com for a more detailed look at the service. Sync.com offers only 5GB of
free cloud storage. That's enough to try, but once you start using it, you may find it hard to resist the temptation to upgrade to 500GB or 2TB of storage, available from $60 per year. There are also no file size limits, making it one of the best cloud storage options for large files. If you prefer free to mean
free, and you don't mind a little fuss, you can take advantage of the generous reference system of the Sync.com. Get real people to sign up to use Sync.com (they have to be real, Sync.com checks), and you'll get an extra free 1GB cloud storage per sign-up. Although 20GB is the limit, the company is
known to remove it if you send an email. Best for Android Sync.com is one of the best free cloud storage options for Android, thanks to its generous storage and a powerful easy-to-use mobile app. It is one of the best zero-knowledge cloud storage providers out there, with 256-bit AES file encryption and
two-factor authentication included as standard (it is also our best encrypted cloud storage provider). Strong privacy laws in Canada (where Sync.com is headquartered) help make it one of the most secure cloud storage providers on our list, too. Premium features are also plentiful, with one month of file
history, password protection for your files, remote cleaning of files and easy-to-access account records available for free. If you're wondering how Sync.com and pCloud do against each other in our free cloud storage battle, our Sync.com vs. pCloud comparison should help, but both are on top of our best
cloud storage for sharing. Pros Strong privacy lawsIn file size Limitasalsos Cons Ok (but not large) amount of free cloud storage While new to the cloud storage scene, Icedrive is already an excellent provider that offers 10GB of free storage for those who sign up. As we covered in our icedrive review, it
also offers first-rate security and privacy, as well as good speed, a beautiful and easy-to-use interface and lifetime storage plans. The biggest drawback of Icedrive is the relatively sparse feature set. Common cloud storage features such as block-level synchronization, collaboration tools, and upload links
to folders are missing. Despite these omissions, it still makes an excellent basic cloud storage option if all you're looking for is a way to sync files between devices and share them with others. Where icedrive really shines is with and privacy. It offers strong encryption through the Twofish protocol and is
also zero knowledgeable, which means that no one can access your files beyond you. The company also offers a great degree of transparency to the extent that you can download all the personal data you have in you, and is gdpr compliant to boot. Icedrive Prices In addition to the free 10GB of storage
you receive instantly after signing up, Icedrive also offers some reasonably priced paid plans that you can upgrade if you more space. There are three separate plans, which come with 150GB, 1TB and 5TB storage. The first is available only annually, costing $19.99 per year, which drops to $1.67 per
month. The last two can be purchased monthly or annually. If you opt for a monthly plan, they will cost $4.99 or $17.99 per month, while an annual subscription costs $49.99 or $179.99 per year. As mentioned, Icedrive plans also have a lifetime option that gives you perpetuity access to the service for a
one-time fee. If you choose this option instead, the three plans cost $59, $149, or $499, respectively. The catch is that your bandwidth will be limited to 250GB, 2TB or 8TB per month, depending on the plan you choose. Pros Great security and privacy ProsThe area to use Lifetime Cons plans A little
lacking in featuresConte the bandwidth cap on life plans would be crazy if an article about the best free cloud storage didn't include Google Drive. As our Google Drive review shows, it's one of the best free cloud storage solutions, thanks to its seamless integration with Google Docs, as well as a generous
15GB storage limit for free users. See our guide on how to use Google Drive to back up your data. You don't need to do anything if you have a Google account, as Google Drive storage is included as the default. This storage applies to Drive, Gmail, and other Google products, such as Google Photos,
which is our best online photo backup. That's not a problem, but it's something to consider if you already have a large collection of photos uploaded to Google's servers. It also works as storage for any documents you create using Google Docs, Google's powerful (and free) collaboration products. All
Google Docs products and features are included for free by default. There are some privacy concerns (after all, it's Google) that can be discouraging. Google is known for scanning your files without permission, and if they don't like what they find, they'll close your account. It's something to remember if
privacy is your primary focus, especially since Google Drive doesn't include file encryption. Google Drive Pricing Google Drive's free 15GB cloud storage is more generous than our top recommendations, pCloud and Sync.com. You can't expand this with freebies or referrals, but you can upload certain
massive files, up to 5TB in size. If you need extra Google Drive storage, it'll cost you. The price will vary depending on your country, but U.S. users can expect to pay $19.99 per year ($1.99 per month) for 100GB of storage, $29.99 per year for 200GB or $99.99 per year for 2TB. You can share this extra
storage with members family, too, which is one of the reasons why we made our list of the best cloud storage for families. Pros integration with Google DocsLarge free cloud storage (15GB)Support for consnicuous backups privacy regulations Without private encryption With a name like MEGA, you really
should be expecting something awesome. That's not. the case, but mega comes with some interesting features and amazing free cloud storage that puts you in our top 5 (it didn't quite win our pCloud vs MEGA comparison, though). We talked about MEGA's ultimate focus on privacy in our previous mega
review - something that originates from MEGA founder Kim Dotcom. His unfortunate notoriety helped push MEGA into the public sphere, and although he left the company long ago, his ethos remains in the company's slogan: The Privacy Company. Great online storage As Sync.com, MEGA also provides
zero knowledge encryption for your files. However, its storage is the most attractive thing about MEGA. New users receive incredibly generous 50GB of free cloud storage, although this is temporary and comes with connected strings. The default value of free cloud storage on the free MEGA plan is
15GB. An extra 35GB is added for new users, but this expires after 30 days. You used to earn bonus storage by installing apps and referring users, but that's no longer possible. Instead, you get a 20% commission for each referral, which is an interesting approach. Once your bonus deductible expires,
you will return to the standard free 15GB cloud storage. The only way to increase your storage is to pay, with paid plans offering between 200GB and a whooly 16TB in storage. There are also some innovative and featured features included in MEGA, even on your free plan, from end-to-end encryption to
secure chats to built-in file version and recovery. Pros Strong emphasis on privacyEasy to use free 15GB storage, up to 50GB Cons Confusing unlocking system for storageSpeeds are not the best Dropbox is the parent of all cloud storage providers, and its synchronization capabilities make it the best
cloud storage with synchronization. It was the provider that made the whole idea of cloud storage seem possible when it was released in 2007, and while it's not the best cloud drive available these days, it's still worthy enough to reach our top 5. It's still a quick and easy-to-use online storage option for
users, but even if Dropbox has a free account, you only get 2GB of free storage, which isn't even close to mega's allowance (read our Dropbox vs MEGA comparison), and it won't be to store your collection of photos or videos. Its features are pretty basic, too, but it allows you to share your files publicly.
You can learn more about these features in our Dropbox review. There's not much else you can do on the free plan, but if you're looking for a simple file store, Dropbox does just that. It works, and that's great, but don't expect anything premium or extra (read our guide to the limit of dropbox file). Dropbox
pricing If you're on your way to the challenge, you can expand your free Dropbox storage up to 16GB by referring to new users. Each new user earns you another 500MB, but you will need to nominate many users to hit the lid. If you want extra, the Dropbox Plus plan costs $9.99 per for up to 2TB of
storage, and the Professional plan costs $16.58 per month for up to 3 TB of storage. Dropbox isn't good for privacy or security. It has suffered data breaches in the past and, unlike pCloud, does not support zero-knowledge encryption (read our pCloud vs Dropbox piece). You may not want to use Dropbox
for your important files, but with a simple user interface, it's the kind of solution you can set up for your grandparents and expect them to use you with a few problems. Easy-to-use Pros Free Storage up to 16GB Cons Only 2GB of free storage after previous data entrySAssas is not best for privacy With the
large amount of computing resources at your disposal, Amazon has a distinct advantage over some of the other smaller players. It can offer cheap storage, and that's exactly what it does with Amazon Drive. However, do not expect the name to bring excellent quality. Amazon may be a megabotos
company, but Amazon Drive is a mid-road issue. It's pretty basic and light on features, as our previous Amazon Drive review shows. There's also no encryption for your files, so expect Amazon to hold all the cards when it comes to your privacy. If this is an issue, you can increase your privacy by using
Amazon Drive with an encryption service like Boxcryptor. Good photo storage It's not the best online storage for photos, but definitely entered our list. Not only do you have unlimited photo storage, but you can also create a shared family vault to combine and store family albums in the cloud. The good
thing about Amazon Drive is that it's free for those who subscribe to Amazon Prime, the all-inclusive subscription service that Amazon offers for free delivery, TV, and more. Amazon Prime subscribers receive 5GB of storage for their files, as well as unlimited photo storage. If 5GB isn't enough storage, or
if you're not an Amazon Prime member, you can increase your allowance to 100GB for $19.99 per year or 1TB for $59.99 per year. Unlimited photo storage is only available to Amazon Prime subscribers, however, so you'll need to consider the $119 per year subscription cost as well. Photo Storage Pros
Unlimited Comes free with Amazon PrimeEasy to use Cons Without integration of productivity applicationsOkay (but not large) amount of free storage The real joy of using cloud storage from manufacturers like Apple or Google is integration. That's why Apple iCloud is one of the most popular free cloud
storage solutions available to users. Apple users don't have to do much to get started with iCloud. It is only there, available as a storage unit in your Mac Finder app, or available as a backup solution for your iOS devices. If you're outside the Apple ecosystem, it's more complicated to use, as our iCloud
Drive analysis explains. Linked to your Apple ID, the free iCloud storage plan offers 5GB of storage. This can get used to it very quickly, especially if you have your iPhone or iPad set to automatically back up to iCloud. Apple iCloud plans as free online storage iCloud won't win any prizes for storage, but
it's easy for Apple users to start using it. You can upgrade the insignificant 5GB storage on the free plan to 50GB, 200GB or 2TB instead. Users of 200GB or 2TB plans can also share storage with other members of their family. For US users, 50GB of extra storage costs $0.99 per month, 200GB costs
$2.99 per month, and 2TB costs $9.99 per month. Its storage comes with extra built-in security, too. The cloud comes with two-factor authentication, and your data is encrypted using 128-bit AES encryption. It's not zero-knowledge, but Apple isn't known for delivering data in a hurry, so you're better off
with iCloud than with other providers. Apple's Impressive App Pricing Integration for Cons Upgrades Hard to Use on Non-Apple DevicesNo Zero-Knowledge Encryption We Cover Google Drive, and the cloud storage solution offered by Microsoft is quite similar, integrating cloud storage with Microsoft's
ever-popular Office and Outlook services. We compared Google Drive vs. OneDrive in a separate review, but take a look at our OneDrive review for a clearer picture of the service on its own. Free users receive 5GB of storage included in their plan, with a file size limit of 100GB (read our guide to the
OneDrive file size limit). You can use this storage with Microsoft mobile and desktop apps, or through its direct integration with Office applications. For example, you can save Word documents directly to your OneDrive storage. This level of integration is why the OneDrive business plan has entered our
best cloud storage for collaboration list. Security used to be a problem for OneDrive, but Microsoft now offers 256-bit AES encryption for files. Microsoft's story here is a bit irregular, especially with its alleged involvement in the PRISM program. OneDrive pricing If you are happy with Microsoft's privacy
terms but are concerned about limited storage of 5 GB, then you can upgrade. If you opt for an Office 365 subscription, you'll earn 1 TB of storage for $69.99 per year or 6TB of storage for $99.99 per year if you opt for the family plan. This includes full and unlimited access to Office for Windows and Mac
products, as well as extra support for ransomware protection and password file protection. If that doesn't interest you, you can get a simple OneDrive subscription for $1.99 per month. This gives you 100GB of extra storage, but does not include Office access, password protection, or ransomware
protection. Pros Integrates with Office 365Good Cons Collaboration Tools Without Encryption ZeroSativoslimited features in the free plan Just because something is free doesn't necessarily mean it's great, or even good. We describe MediaFire as bare in our previous review of MediaFire, and this is still
the case with this service, which is near the bottom of our list. Let's start with the good, because we're talking about file storage that costs nothing, and that's exactly what MediaFire MediaFire Free users get 10GB of space for free, although you can upgrade to 1TB for $5 per month, or an incredibly large
100TB for $50 per month for business users. You can also increase the free 10GB up to 49GB with sign-up referrals. Only paid customers get all the goodies, unfortunately. Under the free plan, MediaFire users can't share files publicly, password protect their files, access a security record, or use
MediaFire mobile apps for iOS or Android. You can drag and drop your files into the web browser, but there is no desktop application available. The resources are nothing special, even in paid plans. The real problem, however, is MediaFire's rather regrettable privacy and security procedures. It is not a
zero knowledge provider (as far as we can tell) and offers no information on how to protect your files. We can't tell if MediaFire encrypts your files or does something special when it comes to security. MediaFire's data retention policy suggests that it cling to some of your data. It includes a rather vague
statement that says it will keep records necessary for legal compliance for 10 years. We can't recommend MediaFire for privacy or for ease of use, but if you need a basic storage provider, that may be it. Cons Limited Security &amp; Privacy InformationLimited desktop applications features we have
reduced our standards for acceptable free storage solutions, but that doesn't mean we're giving Degoo a free pass. Its 100GB of free storage is the only good thing worth mentioning about this provider. Degoo calls itself a cloud backup service. That means it doesn't come with the day-to-day tools to
improve the productivity Sync.com or Google Drive offer. File synchronization is not included and you can't actually share your files with others. The desktop experience is not something we recommended in our previous Review of Degoo, but mobile apps aren't bad, with support for Android and iOS.
Degoo Prices As a backup service, 100GB is generous, but not enough. You can earn more from referrals, however, and it comes with mobile app support. Paid plans start at $2.99 per month for 500GB of space or $9.99 per month for 10TB. This is more expensive than other online backup services,
such as CrashPlan, which offers unlimited storage for $10 per month (see our CrashPlan analysis). It also comes with zero customer support response, so if you have problems, you're on your own. Massive Pros 100GB Free StorageSSupport for Expensive Cons Paid PlansNo support for productivity
apps IDrive is another backup provider, but unlike Degoo, it's also a bit of a hybrid option. As we mentioned in our IDrive review, it's a very old storage company dating back to 1995. With 5GB of free storage that scales up to 10TB on paid plans, it's also our top rated backup provider on our list of top
cloud backup services. iDrive offers mobile apps for Android and iOS, plus a desktop app for Macs and PCs running Windows or Linux. It also has a management tool that allows you to control your online backups. Desktop clients support file synchronization, allowing you to quickly upload files to the
cloud. A hybrid solution That's why we're calling iCloud hybrid service, because offering desktop sync means you can use IDrive as a Dropbox-style solution for your files. It comes with the file version as well as file sharing through the online interface. Although IDrive offers 5GB for free, personal users
can upgrade to 5TB of storage for $52.12 in the first year (about $4 per month) or 10TB for $74.62 in the first year (about $6 per month). IDrive security is very strong on free and paid plans, with 256-bit AES encryption offered as standard. Your private decryption key is not held by IDrive. If you lose it, you
lose the ability to decrypt your data. IDrive keeps your data in the U.S., which doesn't have the best cloud privacy laws, but the company strongly emphasizes its commitment to privacy, stating that only you - not IDrive - can access your files. Pros Hybrid cloud storage &amp; backupGood mobile
applications and desktop Cons Ok (but not great) free storageData hosted under U.S. privacy laws When we come to lists like this, the main criteria we are looking for include storage, speed, ease of use, general security and the features offered. Obviously, these are free providers, so our standards aren't
as high as they can be for our paid personal cloud storage choices. That said, we expect a basic level of quality and service, even from free plans. That's why we're fans of pCloud and Sync.com, as both providers offer a premium-level product for free. On the other hand, that's also why providers like
Yandex Disk and Degoo don't get our full recommendation. If you've ever seen a provider offering free, unlimited cloud storage, stop and search elsewhere. There is (as far as we know) no provider that currently offers free and unlimited cloud storage to consumers, and to be frank, we would be extremely
dubious of any company that offered it. The reasons are quite obvious. Cloud storage is expensive for providers, and the likelihood of this type of product being abused is high. Storage companies usually exist to make money, so it is unlikely that any provider will lower potential paid plans and waste
profits on such a generous product. Sorry, the only unlimited cloud storage plans on the market will cost you dearly. Not all providers offer, but some do, with Dropbox being one of the best (take a look at our best DIY cloud storage tools, too). You've come to the end, so means you've probably made a
decision about which free cloud storage provider you want to try. The good thing about the price - you have to love these zeros - is that even if you don't like pCloud (our top recommendation), you can quickly switch to one of the other products like Sync.com. However, this does not mean that you can
ignore some of the other plans on our list. Google Drive and iCloud will always receive a mention, mention, to the ease where they integrate with iPhones and Android devices. You can't go wrong with the vast storage MEGA provides or the simplicity of drag-and-drop that Dropbox offers. Whatever plan
you choose, we expect it to bring the storage and quality you're looking for. Also, if you end up using multiple storage accounts and want to easily access them on your Android device, check out our roundup of the best cloud managers for Android, too. If you have used any of the products we have listed,
or if you disagree with any of our comments, let us know about your experiences in the comments below. As always, thanks for reading. Let us know if you liked the post. It's the only way we can get better. Improve.
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